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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Our approach

Introduction

Thesis

Arguments

Premises

Conclusion

Our approach is scientific. We set the thesis on commonly accepted and evident facts.
It is also motivating us to search for additional possibilities from cryptocurrency use.
Through arguments, we will guide the reader to logical premises, and based on them,
the conclusion will be self-evident.

We know that designing an ecosystem with different and more effective use of
cryptocurrencies is a huge challenge. On the other hand, the human race maybe need
and strive to have only a speculative cryptocurrency environment? So let it be an
option to choose.
We are not criticising or trying to change that. We only want to design a parallel
environment where several available and useful functionalities or possibilities of
blockchain technology can assure more stable and predictable cryptocurrency usage
and treatment.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Introduction
The cryptocurrency space is overgrowing. As of March 2021, there were almost 9,000
cryptocurrencies. According to CoinMarketCap, alt-coins accounted for over 40% of
the total cryptocurrency market in March 2021. While many of these cryptos have
little to no following or trading volume, some enjoy immense popularity among
dedicated communities of backers and investors.
Cryptocurrencies are, in their essence, different from other investment instruments
and also different from FIAT money. Cryptocurrencies should be treated differently,
whereas using known and proved good practices from finance and asset
management. If we conclude that cryptocurrencies are and will stay a speculative
instrument, we in advance throw away the possibilities to use them in their excellent
way for the human community.
We believe that a correct and practical approach could bring us a much better
understanding and benefits, which previous or existing financial instruments cannot
provide or assure.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Thesis
We, modern people, can understand, use and treat cryptocurrencies
differently, safe and more effectively than a "speculative" instrument.
Today's world of cr yptocurrencies has many friction, intermediaries,
misunderstanding, speculation, and general barriers. We face a dangerous,
speculative, and harmful environment, where the minority has many tools to take
advantage of mass behaviour and misunderstanding.
The sustainable business model advantages are the opposite of that. But even they
can exist and become adopted by the population through acquiring new knowledge,
changing ethos, and adopting effective, fair everyday practices.
Cryptocurrencies themselves are not guilty or to be blamed for chaos and losses. A
correct conclusion is that today's world does not have a good and safe environment
for using cryptocurrency safely and is more speculative than favourable.
Geton Startup Ecosystem's mission is to constantly improve and develop an
environment where innovative cryptocurrency-based business models will get
adequate support for growing and expanding. Models where people's everyday
activities, like employment, educating, shopping, traveling, entertaining, etc., will
effectively use the advantages of new technologies and bring an overall better quality
of life to all included.
We believe that the human race deserves and can actively co-create a more innovative
business environment of sustainable practices to adopt new knowledge about
unrevealed possibilities and common satisfaction.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Our purpose
We design Geton Startup Ecosystem on believing the world would be a better place if
innovative startups and their backers could earn their worth within a fully transparent,
digital, and independent ecosystem of equal opportunities.
Our way of communication with the community is a "call to action." In contrast, we
encourage startups and entrepreneurs with innovative ideas and their backers to
rethink their options and reform the existing business practices.

The opportunity
Geton Startup Ecosystem exists to bridge the barriers to entry one must overcome
when facing the real-world issue of tokenizing a real-world asset.
We intend to remove friction, intermediaries, and general barriers and develop an
environment where cryptocurrency use, its supplies, and price change are stable,
predictable, and based on "thinking patterns" from our daily lives. To achieve this, we
are developing an environment connected with economic activities and based on the
"real" - everyday activities, like employment, educating, shopping, traveling,
entertaining, etc.
Promoting creativity, improvement, and innovation should be the core values of such
an environment based on blockchain technology.

The challenge
The only possible approach is the promotion of creativity and innovation. Solutions
must ensure that human interaction results in better knowledge and usability like we
can get from an existing, commonly available environment.

Next pages will guide reader to logical conclusion!
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Arguments
An argument is a group of statements including one or
more premises and one and only one conclusion.
Through argumentation, we will briefly explain the basics of the cryptocurrency
(primary) creation process. We will explain cryptocurrency prices by understanding the
supply mechanisms and their exchange process inside the order book.
Different types of tokens (cryptocurrencies) have their issuances, purpose, and
innovation, which can play an essential role inside this evolving and prosperous era of
possibilities and creation.
These arguments will illuminate the reader's attention to see the situation from
another viewpoint of creativity and innovation, from the point of new possibilities.
Following the new perception, this whitepaper will explain essential Geton's solutions,
designed with a particular purpose, to follow the idea from our primary thesis.
All those functionalities and tools are integral parts of the environment where
cryptocurrencies are treated safely and positively, with their advantages for
participants.

Your common sense will be of great help here!
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Blockchain - the chain of blocks
Blockchain "blocks" are creating one-by-one
(next block can not build until the previous one is complete)

Each "block" of digital information actually collects exact amount of a specific
cryptocurrency — tagged with "timestamp" = the moment of creation.
Because of this, we are saying that cryptocurrencies cannot be falsified, hence each
amount or part is unique — by creation timestamp.
When you are transferring your right to possess a specific amount or part, you are
actually transferring your right and when you are "selling" them for money, another
person is acquiring that right and you are receiving money — or another asset in
amount negotiated through buy and sell order.

The emission of specific cryptocurrency can be final, or it is constantly creating by the
digital processes. The most known process of creation is "cryptocurrency mining."
When the emission of cryptocurrency in existence is decreasing, we are using the
expression "burning" because that part cannot and will not exist anymore.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Order book
An order book is the list of orders that a trading venue uses to record the interest of
buyers and sellers in a particular cryptocurrency or other assets. A matching engine
uses the book to determine which orders can be fully or partially executed.

Example:
Unit A: value = 1

Unit B: value = "volatile" (price fluctuates over time)

Wallet 1: Order to exchange 6 units A per unit B at value 1
Wallet 2: Order to exchange 3 units A per unit B at value 2
Wallet 3: Order to exchange 2 units A per unit B at value 4
Wallet 4: Order to exchange 4 units B per unit A at value 4
Wallet 5: Order to exchange 5 units B per unit A at value 6

Wallets:

1

2

3

4

5

Wallets:

1

2

4

5

Price:

1

2

4

4

6

Price:

1

2

4

6

Wallet 4 has exchanged 2 units B per unit A with wallet 3 per price 4. From that
moment, the order-book price is 4.
Other wallets with orders are waiting for a moment when the supply and demand of
units A and B will "meet."
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
The different tokens
Generally, there are three types of tokens, each with its specific use case and legal
framework. Depending on how liquid the technology is, a particular token can
sometimes have additional utility, and in some cases, have hybrid characteristics
where it performs two or more functions.

Utility
token

Security
token

Payment
token

Description

A token that can be
A digital
exchanged for
representation of a
products and services. traditional security.

Used as an
alternative medium
of exchange.

Regulation

AML and Securities
In most countries, host
Legislation binds
state regulation is
from the country
applied on basis that it
where the issuance
is used to exchange for
of securities is
goods and services.
applied/created.

Dependent on
whether the token is
used as legal tender.

Currently not required,
but it is foreseen to be Imperative
changed.

Not required

Possibility of being
exchanged in
unregulated secondary
markets, or in
exchanges and
markets with specific
licenses.

Security laws are
applied, thus
constraints as to
how it can be
exchanged in
secondary markets.

Possibility of being
exchanged in a
utility or security
token secondary
market.

STO

Dependent on
genesis. Whether
issued, as a utility or
security token

KYC
requirements

Secondary
market

Issuance
form

ICO/IEO/IDO
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
The Issuances
Utility tokens
A utility token provides access to a blockchain protocol, dApp, and/or can be
exchanged for another type of product or service.
These methodologies can differ depending on the accessibility to the public:
ICO (Initial Coin Offering)
IEO (Initial Exchange Offering)
IDO (Initial Dex Offering)

Security tokens
A security token represents security, a fungible, negotiable financial instrument that
holds characteristics such as monetary value.
There are primarily three types of securities:
An equity security represents ownership interest held by shareholders in a legal
entity (a company, partnership, or trust), realized in the form of share capital, which
includes shares of both common and preferred stock.
A debt security represents borrowed money that must be repaid. Characteristics are
size, yield (interest rate), maturity, and renewal (redemption) date.
Hybrid securities combine debt and equity securities characteristics, e.g., equity
warrants, convertible bonds, among others.

Non-fungible (collectible) tokens
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unique digital asset that represents ownership of realworld items like art, video clips, music, and more.
NFTs use the same blockchain technology that powers cryptocurrencies, but they're
not a currency.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
The bubble graph
Bubbles (financial manias) unfold in several stages, an observation that is backed up
by 500 years of economic history. Each mania is obviously different, but there are
always similarities; simplistically, four phases can be identified:
(By: Jean-Paul Rodrigue)

Bubbles can be very damaging, especially for those who arrived late with the hope of
getting something for nothing. Even if they are inflationary events, the outcome of a
bubble’s blow-off is very deflationary as large quantities of capital vanish in the wave
of bankruptcies and financial defaults they trigger. (Source: Jean-Paul Rodrigue).
Historically, they tended to be
far in-between, but the scale
and amplitude of bubbles have
accelerated; web/technology
stocks (deflated in 2000), real
estate (deflated in 2006),
commodities (deflated in
2008), and cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin (subject to
multiple cycles of inflation and
deflation).

60 k
50 k
40 k
30 k
20 k
10 k
145

Bitcoin price graph (source: CoinMarketCap, September, 2021)
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Cryptocurrencies are different from money
Financial bubbles (also known as speculative bubbles) are not rare — people
repeatedly fail to recognise hypothetical trading (based on speculation) as it's
happening. Primary media sources start reporting cryptocurrency price growth on the
most popular cryptocurrencies. The masses become willing to buy at least some part
of that fast-growing "investment" because fear of missing opportunity works just in
that way. And nothing else, but just that is the reason, that demand to buy and lack of
supply cause price growth - precisely by the principles of mass behaviour. Too often,
those involved only identify these risky activities in the autopsy. Once the bubble
bursts, it's already too late.

Human brains are using "thinking patterns."
Another trap is happening because of the "human thinking" natural mechanism — we
are using thinking patterns. During our evolution, we are creating habits (patterns)
that are helping us to respond to the situation. That works for us in a good way! But,
when using the "working pattern" in a different environment, with specific
characteristics (financial), we easily fall into a trap. Because when we "are blindly
convinced" that this same thinking pattern will also work in a similar environment —
predominantly when strong emotions, which blurring our ability to make rational
decisions, we are stipulating our choices.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Price settlement & Supply distribution
Taking into consideration issuance practices from Utility, Security or Payment token
standards, we can logically conclude that purpose of each mentioned practice is:
- to set a protocol for release distributed emission to circulating supply,
- to limit initial token holders with predefined rules and prevent uncontrolled emission
on the open market like there is a demand.
That would cause the token price to fall to the bottom and would not be able to
increase without penetrating an unreasonable amount of fresh money - and even in
that case, when the global market realizes that, that new money would feed the
speculators until the dead-end of that token.
Geton Startup Ecosystem uses a Dynamic Price Modeling Concept where the emission
of circulating supply is strictly and dependently aligned with price, using the
algorithm.
Suppose we want to avoid speculation or manipulation on a big scale. In that case,
many individuals should possess small or similar amounts of tokens. There can not be
a situation that the minority has in possession a majority of emissions - supply.
As mentioned above, token price on a global market is dependent on supply and
demand. Today's (egoistic) marketing practices, overal lack of common sense, poor
thinking, and emotional decision-making create more than the welcome environment
for Economic Bubbles. They suddenly get a perfect space to appear and grow until the
infinity dimension is faster and more significant than any time in history. Every
repetition has a higher amplitude.
Bitcoin (followed by other leading cryptocurrencies) is more than a significant proof of
that.

Everyday user experience - the pattern
Supporting a straightforward project or activity with the token (cryptocurrency) is a
robust model for a natural regulation - either supplies and at the same time price.
Cryptocurrencies (tokens) trading environment is undoubtedly a global market, where
price depends only on demand and supply. Trading activities can be organized besides
speculation and promoted by usage inside the supported project. Additionally, we
designed a parallel (intermediate) environment where tokens circulate inside a private
blockchain. They can be transferred to "mainnet" - on a global market, and even not
need to flow there if users can use them inside supported platforms, but always able
to have an exit to the worldwide market - and the opposite.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Arguments that illuminate the situation
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency creation
Cryptocurrency supplies and their distribution
Price settlement through order-book
Basic forms of tokens
The bubble graph - primary price modulator
Cryptocurrency understanding and their possibilities
Understanding human nature and behaviour

Geton's tolls and smart possibilities
DPMC - Dynamic Price Modeling Concept
J-curve - Business Idea Development Stages
Staking - different (safe) trading models with backup
InstantBeta - tokenised projects from every day
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Who is behind Geton Startup Ecosystem?
Milan Kozlevcar
CEO and Founder

I am a technician, and my passion is to
develop creative business ideas using
modern technology and common sense
from everyday life.

kozlevcar.com
piplshare.com/resume/milan
linkedin.com/in/piplshare
twitter.com/milankozlevcar
facebook.com/milankozlevcar

Developers team
IT developers, designers, and other participants
contribute and develop particular modules and
features as constructive parts of a whole
ecosystem.

Influencers team
At Geton, they are the best possible source of
information, dedicated, and willing to support
followers in their native language. An influencer
is "born" through community approval and is
independent. The only rule is good knowledge
about Geton Startup Ecosystem.

The referral link based community
Sign-up is possible only by invitation — from an existing user. Referral link protocol
consists of several rules and conditions for fair and safe use, whereas the most important
is a good understanding.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Timeline and development stages
2022
InstantBeta project listings
Community starts receiving real
benefits from token sales and other
ecosystem functionalities.

2021
Ecosystem stabilisation
GROSH mining stake completed
GetonGlobal centralisation
GetonCoin listings
USDT & Metamask implementation

2020
Geton Startup Ecosystem
GROSH mining stake
Marketing & Project matrixes
GetonCoin
EuroGROSH concept

2019
DPMC concept
J-CURVE concept

2018
PronCoin concept

2017
PiplShare concept
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
GetonCoin
28%
GetonCoin

54%

Ecosystem community
Liquidity pool
Business Development Supply

18%

GetonCoin Allocation
percentage

GROSHCoin

44%

GROSHCoin

56%

Ecosystem community
Liquidity pool

GROSHCoin Allocation
percentage
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
DPMC - Dynamic Price Modeling Concept
The token distribution and ecosystem price are modulated solely
through InstantBeta project acceptance and approval by the
community.

Price

Dynamic Price Modeling Concept

Supply

This concept, in advance, predicted and limited mechanism for releasing (distributing)
cryptocurrency from Business Development Supply (BDS) to reward users on
supported InstantBeta platform for activities that are adding value to that supported
project's market share.

PiplCoin

PiplShare
PronWorld

PronCoin

GetonHealth
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
J-curve: business idea development stages
Supported InstantBeta project is rewarding users for the vital activities
which that project is providing and will also be a profit gaining
functionalities when the supported project earns fair market share to
detach from a startup ecosystem.
The cryptocurrency used in the startup phase also can be used in the
project for transaction and stability purposes.

Supported
Project
Development
Stages

+
Price

0

Time

-

This curve reflects how the innovative business idea follows a logical development
while getting the global dimension — inside time & effect perspective — whereas
achieving a market share through consecutive business stages and business process
standardization — stability!
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Staking inside Geton Startup Ecosystem
Staking provides to participants to buy/sell cryptocurrencies. Several
activities or passing periods have the same value in a stable currency as
at the time of purchase, plus keep the value of purchased
cryptocurrency unchanged - this is our safe enter to the world of
cryptocurrencies.
Geton's community can use different staking mechanisms — to achieve particular
effects, preferably to buy/sell cryptocurrency either to the referral link structure or
from/to the ecosystem community.
Another vital staking functionality is also a protocol to transfer own wallet's rights to
use a particular part of that cryptocurrency to another wallet — also to the wallets
outside the Geton Startup Ecosystem, i.e., global network.
Inside Geton Startup Ecosystem were, are, or will be available to choose the following
staking options:
- GROSH mining stake
- TSPE - Token Sale Practise Exercise
- POS - Proof-Of-Stake
- GROSH burning stake

GETON Coin
TSPE

Final
Initial

COMPLETED

Initial

USDT Stake value
+ GETON Coin

Final

GETON Coin
GETON Coin
TSPE
TSPE
+ Structure commissions

GROSH mining stake
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Staking inside Geton Startup Ecosystem
GROSH mining stake
The purpose of GROSH mining stake, besides token sale, was creation (mining) of
GROSH Coin.
Initially, the total emission of GROSH coin was undistributed and not circulating in the
community.
The process of distribution (mining) was "GROSH mining stake" — where each stake
with supported cryptocurrency, which was active for 100 days, has release to
circulation 125% of staked value in GROSH Coin, which price was 1.00 EUR.
After 100 days, the user's Gx.. wallet who set the stake has received the same value in
staked cryptocurrency. Further, the amount of that cryptocurrency decreases for a
proportional difference, calculated per their price change — according to the DPMC
mechanism.
In less than one year, stakeholders staking activities completed the GROSH mining
process on March 10th, 2021. The total supply of Grosh Coin has become available
inside the Geton Startup Ecosystem. Grosh Coin smart contract was deployed to the
Ethereum network (0xd92b3100e19bef7a32aef1451d891f99f9316e13).
Now, we are implementing another development stage, where the price of GROSH
Coin will increase according to activities on supported InstantBeta projects.
Additionally, GROSH Coins, which the community activities have collected in the
Liquidity poll, will be exposed to the burning process, increasing the price according to
GROSH Coin Dynamic Price Modeling Concept. GROSH Coin listing process on the
global market has started.

100 days selling order to SELL
staked amount of cryptocurrency:
(exchange in Ecosystem Liquidity pool)
1. per DPMC price;
2. to keep initial VALUE of cryptocurrency;
3. to receive a payment in 125% of stake
value in GROSH Coin - in a daily
instalments.
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Staking inside Geton Startup Ecosystem
TSPE - Token Sale Practise Exercise
TSPE example with 100 USDT value in GetonCoin

GETON Coin TSPE
value of 100.00 USDT

COMPLETED

GETON Coin TSPE
value of 100.00 USDT

100.00 USDT
+ GETON Coin
+ Structure commissions

GETON Coin TSPE
value of 100.00 USDT

The purpose of TSPE stake, besides token sale inside wallet's structure, is to provide a
new business model, where token seller after completed buy/sell order receives:
initial stake value in USDT,
commissions from buyer's purchase (12% from direct sale & 3%, 2% or 1% from
level),
have the purchased amount of cryptocurrency available to withdraw out from the
Ecosystem to external exchange.
TSPE structure is organized as follows:
- 25% income for cryptocurrency sales,
- 24% for selling commissions (12% direct, 3%, 2%, 1%, 1% ,1%, 1%, 1%, 1%, 1%
levels),
- 1% system fee,
- 50% closing structure referral's (mentor's) TSPE stake.
TSPE stake is not possible to close before completion.
TSPE stake is possible to transfer to another Gx wallet. Transaction fee is 10% from
value.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Staking inside Geton Startup Ecosystem
POS: Proof-Of-Stake
The purpose of POS stake, besides token sale from liquidity pool, is to reward one POS
stake winner, with accumulated USDT from 25% of stake budget, and enable all
stakeholders to get purchased amount of cryptocurrency available for withdrawal out
from the ecosystem.
stake value in USDT =24.00 USDT;
commissions: there is no commissions in POS stake;
staking periods: 24h, 48h, 168h, 720h;
available to withdraw purchased amount of cryptocurrency.

GROSH burning stake
The purpose of GROSH burning stake, besides the token sale, is to release
proportional emissions of GROSH Coin from the system Liquidity pool into Grosh Coin
deflationary pool from where we will burn them. Burning tokens aim to decrease the
amount of circulating emission whiles keeping the same market capitalization. The
effect is an increased value (price) per unit in circulation.
This functionality is under development and depends on comunity voting approval.
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Terminology and definitions
Maximum Supply:
The best approximation of the maximum amount of coins that will ever exist in the
lifetime of the cryptocurrency.

Total Supply:
Maximum supply minus any tokens (coins) that have been verifiably burned.

Circulating Supply:
The best approximation of the number of tokens that are circulating in the market
and in the general public's hands. The Circulating Supply is a much better metric than
Total Supply for determining the market capitalization.

Business Development Supply:
The supply of tokens, dedicated to support development of InstantBeta project.
According to the project DPMC algorithm, tokens from Business Development Supply
are transferred to users (participants). Further, those released tokens can flow into
Circulating Supply.

Market Capitalization:
The total capitalization of a cryptocurrency’s price. It is one of the ways to rank the
relative size of a cryptocurrency.

Liquidity pool:
A collection of tokens from buyback and proportional to their total liquidity, designed
to prevent an economic bubble inside the ecosystem.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Risk Factors
Risks related to investment in cryptocurrency
Purchase of GetonCoin does involve significant risks, despite the following measures
reducing the exposure of GetonCoin holders to a considerable loss:
1. The Circulating supply is transparently presented and displayed on etherscan.io.
2. The Business Development Supply are GetonCoin tokens from the Total supply,
dedicated to supported project(s) development - managed through Dynamic Price
Modeling Concept and community acceptance.
3. Geton Ecosystem Community supply represents the emission of GetonCoin tokens,
in possession of Geton community, not yet transferred to Ethereum mainnet and
used and stored inside the ecosystem - but according to user request able to
withdraw to a global network.
4. Geton's Dynamic Price Modeling Concept strictly regulates the ecosystem's price of
GetonCoin token.
5. Geton Startup Ecosystem users can use the GetonCoin token as their internal
currency, exchangeable into USDT or other assets.

Risks related to to our business and industry
We face formidable competition in every aspect of our business, particularly from
other companies that offer blockchain solutions in the scope of the Startup industry,
providing information from the area of blockchain, cryptocurrencies, and connected
trading operations.
We must continue to innovate and provide products and services helpful to users.
Otherwise, we may not remain competitive, and our revenues and operating results
could suffer.
Our success depends on providing products and services that people use for a highquality user experience.

Conclusion
In conclusion, an industry-specific cryptocurrency (such as GetonCoin Token) could
significantly reduce industry-specific costs, lead to economies of scale and provide
quality services to people from lower-income groups. As more and more people earn
GetonCoin Token(GETON) and use them in various ways, the value of the
cryptocurrency will change according to the DPMC algorithm, giving more freedom to
the community. Indeed, the idea behind GetonCoin Token (GETON) is revolutionary,
but it is also inevitable.
There is an obvious solution to the problems of various industries, and it’s just a
matter of time until startup communities implement GETON and reap the benefits
thereof.
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Geton Startup Ecosystem
Legal Disclaimer
Geton Startup Ecosystem is operated, guided, and managed by GETON LIMITED (BVI)
with an office at 20/F, Central Tower, 28 Queen's Road, Central, HK. The ownership of
GetonCoin tokens (GETON) does not represent any ownership, participation in
company capital, nor any rights of payment, remuneration, profit distribution, or
money reward of any kind. This Whitepaper has been prepared in good faith to
provide a comprehensive overview of the Geton Startup Ecosystem project connected
to GETON token and only for information purposes.
The development of Geton Startup Ecosystem and/or any Geton Startup Ecosystem
mobile applications may be amended in the following. Please also note that the Geton
Startup Ecosystem project itself may be redesigned or otherwise revised in the future
if that would be required for any material reasons (including, but not limited to
commercial considerations, technical possibilities, or the need to ensure compliance
with any (existing or future) applicable laws and regulations, or any other material
reasons). GETON tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
This Geton Startup Ecosystem's Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer
document of any sort. It is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. The contents of this
document are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the contents of Geton
Startup Ecosystem's Whitepaper serves as an invitation or inducement to engage in
any investment activity.
Do not contribute any money that you can't afford to lose in the Geton Startup
Ecosystem backing process. Make sure you read and understand this Whitepaper and
Geton Startup Ecosystem's Terms and Conditions (including all warnings regarding the
possible token value, technical, regulatory, and any other risks; as well as all
disclaimers contained therein), as will be published on Geton Startup Ecosystem
websites (as they may be amended from time to time).

www.geton.global

⎜

www.geton.markets

⎜

www.geton.news
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